As Dr Phillips and colleagues point out, loss of glucose could have profound significance for all those who use frozen samples in clinical and epidemiological research studies. We, and others, will be very pleased if the phenomenon turns out to be confined to our laboratories, and we welcome attempts by others to reproduce, or otherwise, our findings. 
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Interference by caffeine in theophylline measurement
I read with interest the report by Wicks et al.I regarding the interference by caffeine in polarization fluoroimmunoassay for theophylline in external quality assurance samples. I have noted that a positive bias in theophylline, increasing with caffeine concentration, is also present for the Enzyme Multiplied Immunoassay Technique (EMIT) method group in 27 samples distributed by the Heathcontrol UKNEQAS for Respiratory Drugs between January 1992 and February 1993.
Bias was calculated as the difference of the method mean from the spiked theophylline concentration for the EMIT method group (approximately 70 participants) and as the difference of the measured theophylline from the spiked theophylline concentration for this laboratory. Assays in this laboratory were performed on a Hitachi 717 analyser (BM UK Ltd, Lewes, UK) by EMIT using reagents supplied by Syva (Syva UK Ltd, Maidenhead, UK).
A significant positive bias was demonstrated for the EMIT group (P<0·02) and for this laboratory (P<0·005). Variations in bias are shown in Fig. 1 . The slope of the regression lines indicate a cross-reactivity of 2·4% for the EMIT method group and 5·3 % for results returned by this laboratory. However, when caffeine was added to fresh patients' serum cross-reactivity was negligible « 10/0).
EMIT drug assays have been adapted for a wide range of analytical systems, resulting in a heterogeneous group in the Heathcontrol UKNEQAS for Respiratory Drugs. I would recommend that EMIT users interpret with caution any bias in theophylline indicated by results from freeze-dried human serum used in the scheme and establish whether the same relationship exists for patients' serum.
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